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Introduction
Ni-Cr-Fe alloys

Experimental






Applications

 High mechanical strength, excellent
corrosion resistance and heat resistance
 High pressure and temperature parts in
automotive, nuclear power plant and
aerospace fields as cutting edge
materials
 generating hot cracking such as
solidification cracking(SC), liquation
cracking(LC) and ductility dip
cracking(DDC)
 When deformation is applied to the
material during welding, cracks occur at
low ductility region
 Modeling and crack susceptibility index
are needed through analyzing
thermodynamic simulations as well as
experiments

Material : STS 316L, Incoloy 800H, Inconel 600
Plate : 62.5 X 125 X 3 (mm)
Welding condition : GTAW (150 A, 5 mm/s, Ar shielding)
Trans-varestraint test : 80 A, 1.67mm/s, Ar shielding
Test specimen ( 40 x 125 x 3 mm )
1. as-received plate, 2. B.O.P , 3. butt double welding
and 4. dissimilar butt double welding
 Augmented strain (ε/2R) : 0.93, 1.84, 2.91, 3.61, 5.66 %

Varestraint test machine
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Results and Discussion
Segregation Cracking (SC and LC)

Ductility-Dip Cracking
Dissimilar butt welding

Effect of welding type

As-received plate
B.O.P welding
Butt double welding

 Cracking susceptibility by various welding type was tested
using the STS 316L
 The effect of reheating is confirmed by B.O.P welding(1
pass) and butt double welding(2 passes)
 As a result of the trans-varestraint test, the as-received
Rod-1100
plate did not crack when applied under 1%
augmented
strain, but pre-welded specimens were cracked.

Grain
boundary

Effect of materials

Cross section

Liquid traces
Weld zone

STS 316L

Inconel 600

 As a result of the dissimilar butt double welding, owing to the sufficient flow of liquid metal, it
shows a constant composition by dilution without right-to-left gradation in weld zone.
 Using the trans-varestraint test, the influence of the composition of dissimilar welding on cracking
susceptibility was evaluated.
 Segregation cracking susceptibility : Incoloy 800H > Inconel 600 > STS 316L

Solidification path

 [A site] As the high-temperature side of the solidification front, the columnar dendrites and liquid
phase traces clearly appear (type D)
 [B site] There is also liquid phase traces and the fracture surface represents a transition region
from dendrite to flat fracture (type D+F)
 [C site] Intergranular solid state cracking(ductility dip cracking) in low temperature side (type R)

Similar and Dissimilar butt welding
4.0

 The size of solidification range in which solid and liquid phase exist simultaneously was
not the only factor that determines cracking susceptibility
 The temperature range of the end of solidification, which starts to precipitate secondary
phases such as TiC, is more influenced
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 At the solid phase fraction(fs) is over
0.9, more various secondary phases
can be generated. (right table)
 The rankings of cracking
susceptibility of the materials was
influenced by the end of solidification
and confirmed by the analysis using
dT/(df1/2) cited in Kou 's model.
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Butt welding type

Ni
(wt.%)

Cr
(wt.%)

Fe
(wt.%)

STS316L (SS)

11.3

17.1

69.5

Incoloy 800H (YY)

30.8

20.4

46

Inconel 600 (NN)

71

17.1

10.2

STS316L+Incoloy 800H (SY)

22.2

18.3

55.8

STS316L+Inconel 600 (SN)

30.4

17.1

49.9

Incoloy 800H+Inconel 600 (NY) 46.5

18.5

31.1

Butt welding plate

* Average value of 5mm using EDS analysis

 STS 316L was the most resistant to DDC, but in case of dissimilar
welding, the susceptibility of DDC was significantly increased when
STS 316L was included.
 Rather than the effect of main elements Ni-Cr-Fe, some minor
elements such as P,S and C or secondary phase such as M23C6 etc.
or its segregation due to dissimilar welding can be influenced in
DDC susceptibility

Conclusions
1) The trans-varestraint test was conducted as the as-received plate, B.O.P welding plate, and butt double welding plate by using STS 316L, Incoloy 800H, and Inconel 600.
2) The crack length was increased when pre-welding was performed as B.O.P welding (1 pass) and butt double welding (2 passes). Therefore, when multi-pass welding is
required, heat control is needed to restrict the accumulation stress and the formation of new phases.
3) The rankings of segregation cracking susceptibility (Incoloy 800H > Inconel 600 > STS 316L) was measured and was fit well with the results from solidification path analysis.
4) DDC was distinguished by the position and fracture surface of cracks, and DDC susceptibility is higher in case of dissimilar welding of STS 316L and other materials.
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